
End of academic year study trip to Algarve

G&L at Dumbarton Oaks

At the end of the academic year professor and students of the post-
graduate studies on gardens and landscape organized a trip just to 

visit gardens. In 2012 they went to Ponte de Lima and visited some gardens 
and villas in the north of Portugal and in the end of the academic year of 
2012-2013 they went to Algarve and the Mediterranean Garden Society 
organized the visits. Besides the more lively moments, we have all shared 
knowledge and enthusiasm for Algarvean gardens and new forms of garden-
ing and water saving. 

Dumbarton Oaks is a research center of Harvard University where 
researchers can work in three areas of studies such as Gardens and 

Landscape Studies, Pre-Columbian Studies and Byzantine Studies. Each 
year they select a group of researchers who receive fellowships to do re-
search at the general library or at the Rare Book Collection of Dumbarton 
Oaks. Professor Ana Duarte Rodrigues was enrolled in this year program. 
It stands out as the joyful academic environment which was shown at the 
Fellows reception.

Call for papers

We want to remind all the scientific community that the call for 
papers for Gardens & Landscape Journal is open until the 31 

January 2014. There is another call for contributions, the e-dictionary on 
Portuguese Gardens and Landscapes in English and online, that will also 
be  available with free access at the G&LP Journal’s site. The Scientific 
Committee is the same of the G&LP journal. E-Dictionary’s launch will 
be in October 2014, and you can submit contributions up to 500 words 
in English language on Portuguese villas, gardens and parks, Portuguese 
landscape architects, gardeners and specific Portuguese vocabulary such 
as “alegrete”;“Pátio dos bichos”, etc. The call is open until 30 June 2014.
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